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ABSTRACT

 In the ancient Chinese culture, there were five 
elements that constructed the world we are living in. 
They were Metal, Wood, Water, Fire and Soil.  Each of 
these elements plays a significant role to the others and 
together they represent the ultimate order of the universe. 
This theory was not only a relatively accurate definition 
of several nature principles but also a reflection of how 
ancient civilization sensed the space they lived in.

 With the advance of technology and our 
understanding to the universe, we realized the fact 
that our world is much more complicated than what 
the ancient civilization had defined. However, the 'five 
elements, in my opinion, was a brilliant methodology 
which establishes one single system using only the most 
essential elements that generate, support and restrict 
each other. 

 I have great interests in creating a design 
methodology using four essential materials, redesigning 
iconic products from our daily lives to reflect this 
methodology and presenting the entire process in a well 
construted documentary.



THE FOUR ELEMENTS
THE FOUR MATERIALS
THE FOUR ESSENTIALS

 In someone's opinion, design is just a problem 
solving process that helps the consumers to do things 
safer and more efficiently while allowing the business to 
make a better profit. The beauty of design is fading away 
becasue of the use of low-cost materials and the common 
belief of 'Form Follows Function'. However, i think the true 
value of design goes much further. I believe that a good 
design contributes to the quality of an individual's living, 
emphasizes this individual's taste and represents both the 
designer's and the user's appreciation and passion of 
being alive. Meterials and aestheitcs hold the greatest 
responsibility to make that happen. With the awareness 
of how current market and business work, I picked out 
four materials that are unique and significant to the true 
value of design. Although I realize that other materials 
with higher market values and profitabilities such as plastic 
and silicone are being widely used, I insist to used only 
these four materials as my primary messengers to express 
the ultimate quality and value of design. In this project, 
they will be defined as 'The Four Essentials' and these four 
materials will be utilized in their max potentials. The goal is 
not only to reimagine how better designs could be done 
with 'The Four Essential' materials, but also to possibly lead 
a new design trend for those who seek the quality of 
design from the very beginning- The beauty of materials.



Wood - The Nature
 Human beings started to use wood even 
before any civilizations was formed. It is one of 
the earliest raw materials human could utilize. 
It was shaped for hunting, constructed for 
shelters, cooked for food and even burnt for 
light and heat. We were gifted by the nature 
with thousands of varieties. For each of them, 
we found the great value for a unique purpose- 
Ceders provide extraordinary durability for both 
outdoor and indoor constructions; Walnuts allow 
the chisel tip to dance with the craftsman's 
imagination. Mahoganies opens the potential for 
the most artistic furnitures. Wood grain refelects 
the beauty of nature and represents a natural 
pattern of time. Wood is regaining its field in the 
design industry nowadays, in that classic manner 
proved by time.

Glass - The Art
 Different from woods, glass shows its 
beauty after heat and chemical reactions. 
Human beings from the Stone Age already 
found naturally formed glass by the foot of live 
volcanos.  Around the millennium BC, Egyptian 
learnt to make utensils with glass. Babylon 
invented the earliest glass blowing technique 
which was spreaded and imrpoved over time, 
from an ancient Greece city, to the glass 
producers all over the world. The transparency 
and shapability of glass made it a unique and 
irreplacable material for practical uses and our 
art-related demands. I can feel great peace by 
looking at the light coming through the corner 
of a church window. Deep in the heart we 
have desire to vision and light. Glass is the best 
magician of light and it crafts all the gracefulness 
even within just an inch.



Metal - The Civilization
 Industrial Revolution opens the capitals 
and markets for manufactured metal products.  
Most of them are cold, solid and absolute. They 
hold great structures and make machines run. 
There is strength and weakness of each specific 
type but as a whole family, metal products 
benefit our lives in almost every single industry- 
From skyscraper and aerospace, to precision 
machinary and jewelry. Metal products also 
adapt and push the techonologies that were 
applied on manufacturing industries. A piece 
of high quality metal is the crystalization of 
excellent mining, transportation, technology and 
manufacturing process. Design industry cannot 
live without metals not only because they hold 
the basic stuctures while allowing great room for 
styles, but also because metal molds made mass 
productions possible.

Carbon Fiber - The Future
 Carbon Fiber is one of the most significant 
inventions in the modern world. It went though 
a long period of researches and experiments 
before it really showed its great potential as 
a light-weight strong material. The properties 
of carbon fibers, such as high stiffness, high 
tensile strength, low weight, high chemical 
resistance, high temperature tolerance and low 
thermal expansion, make them very popular 
in aerospace, civil engineering, military, and 
motorsports. It has the very unique artificial 
finishing which easily brings a visial impact 
especially on aesthetically-styled performance 
machines, yet it can still be painted and coated 
just like many other materials. Carbon fiber is an 
iconic product of advanced technology and 
more importantly, it demostrates how a material 
could be highly practical and usable, while 
also being visually impactive with just its default 
texture and finish.



Stage 1 Find the Harmony- Research

 Each of 'The Four Essentials' placed a flashpoint on 
the timeline of the design history. However, they do not 
naturally come together without a complete research of 
their properties and capabilities. A parallel study on each 
of these four materials will become the key to identify, 
and establish the theory of how  they relate and distinct 
from each other. From another perspective, the research 
compressed the design history and extracts the essences 
of these four materials. During the research, online based 
study and in-person interaction with successful designers/
artists and their famous works will be used as the primary 
resources of knowledges. Just enough amount of 
handcrafting and prototyping should also be involved to 
gain practical understandings of each materials.  With 
this systematic study of visuals, physical properties, market 
values, manufacturing limits and design potentials of 
Wood, Glass, Metal and Carbon Fiber, the project can 
then move onto its next stage.
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Stage 2 Work out the Beauty- Style Developing

 Stage 2 is a massive brainstorm and visual 
communication of how these four essential materials 
should match and contrast each other based on the 
objective research and my passion as a designer. The 
style developing session shall be communicated by an 
open-ended art development of forms and functions 
through out artworks of realistic objects such as household 
electronics and automotives, as well as artisitc contents 
such as future devices and abstract crafts. These efforts 
will also contribute to the finalization of the methodology 
of the 'four essentials'. This stage will document the best 
styles and how they shall be excuted, and all the works 
produced during this stage will be categorized and 
concluded in a documentary. Professors' inputs such 
as comments and critiques will also be documented to 
demonstrate how this methodology was professionally 
developed and constructed. By the end of this stage, 
the whole process should be able to present 'The Four 
Essentials' as a formally developed design methodology.
It will be ready for the real life application, with a full story 
of abstracts, researches, application studies, categorized 
styles, excution approaches, etc.

Stage 3 Bring It to Live -Practical Application

 Stage 3 is the time to show folks the practical value 
of this design methodology. Due to the fact that we 
haven't had such a design methodology created in the 
industry and most likely this methodology is opposing to 
the currenly understanding of the relationship between 
design and commercialization, it is a challenging but 
great chance to prove its value and meaning by showing 
people what 'The Four Essentials' methodology is capable 
of. In order to achieve that, I believe that the best way 
is to present 3-4 designs from completely different fields, 
but using the same design language and methodology. 
For instance, a timepiece, a mobile device, a concept 
automotive and a villa plan will together communicate 
to the audience on how 'The Four Essentials' can redefine 
their lives with improved quality and aesthetics in the 
manner of time managing, mobile communication, 
transportation and living. The whole presentation may be 
very persuasive if two of the smaller designs can be made 
in real functional products, while having the two bigger 
ones in detailed models. 



Stage 4 Put Covers on the Story - Documentary

 At the very end of the project, I'd like to present 
these two years of efforts in a beautifully-binded book. 
It will include the development of 'The Four Essentials', 
a detailed instruction and access to the rules and 
application approaches concluded during my study, a 
photo gallery of the designs that were developed under 
'The Four Essentials' methodology and a message at the 
end that advocates people to take a step back and 
rethink about what design is about.

Final Presentation & Project Value

 I would like to have a full loadout for the final 
presentaion- Media, Prints, Functional Products, Scaled 
Models and me. I see the final presentation as a chance 
to start a new trend, or at least inspire designers, artists or 
even people from other occupations to experience the 
idea of improving the quality of life by establishing and 
utilizing innovative design methodologies.
 In the modern world, designs and innovations are 
like the breakouts of music styles. This project will be a 
perfect case study of how a minority trend can possibly 
be specified and finalized on paper, and transfrom into 
something complete and useable for the public. This 
project is one of the attempts to point out a new direction 
of modern designs, which may influence the current 
design industry and provide references for any new-born 
design methodologies.



My Recources

Valuable Professors & People Network from CCAD
Hardware Facilities at CCAD
Full Access to Multiple CNC Machines & 3D Printers
Full Access & Membership to Columbus Idea Foundry(CIF)
Contacts from Chinese Prototyping/Fabrication Factories
Work Closely with Designers/Artists/Engineers
Funding Parties

My Advantages

Desire to Make a Difference
Trained on Aesthetics & Styling
Competitive Sketching/Rendering/Handcrafting Skills
Capable of Setting Up CNC/3D Printing Units.
Highly Experienced with Most CAD/Rendering Softwares
Highly Experienced with Adobe Products
Adaptive & Flexible to Changes or New Goals
Capable of Basic Mechanical & Engineering
Developed Concepts/Water Testers

My Challenges

Construct the Fundemental of My Project with Limited Exisiting Resources 
Need Solid Evidence, Theory & Concepts to Persuade Audience
Need Good Time Managment to Accomplish All Goals
Efficiency between Writing, Artwork, Physical Model and Presentation
Challenging Existing Design Trends & Consumer Senses
Make the Best out of Communication

My Goal

On my tabletop of the final presentation, people can get 
away from the over-commercialized products. Instead, 
they see, touch, hold and encounter the purity of design 
only driven by time, beauty and passion. The Project may 
have the potential to inspire more designers and artists to 
finalize their styles and therefore promote a better design 
industry.


